Polk Audio Forum - MIT CVT-1 Home Demo
Demo Cables
2 pair CVT-1 Interconnects - 3ft - RCA
1 pair CVT-1 Speaker cables - 8ft - ICONN connections
Office Equipment:
Polk LSi-9 ( Modded by Face)
Manley Stingray Integrated
Marantz SA-15 SACD
Cambridge Dac Magic
--> J.River player with .flac media source
Polk DSW microPRO 2000
Existing Cables
MIT Shotgun S1 Speaker Cables - 8ft
MIT Shotgun S3 IC
AudioQuest Columbia IC

Testing
Source Material
SACD --> Dire Straits - Brothers In Arms
- No reason to explain
.flac ---> Tool - 10,000 Days - Rosetta Stoned
- Great for testing Imaging and sound stage
.flac ---> Them Crooked Vultures - Warsaw or the First Breath You Take After You Give Up
- No reason, other than really liking it.

Results
First, I must say that my office leaves a lot to be desired as a great room for testing being that at
11 x12, it is almost square. Be that as it may, it does not stop me from enjoying some good
tunes while working from home on occasion. Also, it is worth mentioning that the Polk DSW
was disabled for this test.
I started with the Brothers In Arms SACD first with my own cables and IC's. I know the material
pretty well as I use the same source for any test. After a few songs, I changed the IC's and the
Cables to the CVT-1 cables. I notice some imaging differences right of the bat but can't say if it

was for the better or worse... just different. For some reason, it seemed vocals were slightly to
the right which I changed immediately with speaker position to get things centered again.
One thing I never try to do is purposely listen for differences... If I do that, I'll start making things
up. I swapped back the original cables for another listen and then back with a little more
volume this time. Bass seemed to be slightly less with the CVT-1 as compared to the shotgun
series.
Next, I tried switching IC's only and then cables only. I identified the difference immediately.
For one reason or another, I found to like the Shotgun S3 IC's better than the CVT-1 and the
reason was simply more bass. My friends will tell you, I like bass which is one of the reasons I
have a Sub in my 2-channel setup. I grew up going to as many live shows as I could and loved
the kick drum pounding my chest just a few feet from the stage. I guess you could argue I have
no hearing left for critical listening. Ironically, if I hear a car going down the street with a
booming system, I want to throw up..... weird.
Finally, I tried going back to older equipment that I had laying around. I threw in some Better
Cables brand speaker cables that I used as surround cables in an old HT setup and used the
AudioQuest Columbia IC's. It was after this test that really reminded me of the difference in
cables. I'm not picking on the AudioQuest IC's either as they do have good qualities about them
but the other Speakers cables I threw in virtually eliminated any imaging effect from Tools
Rosetta Stone.

Summary
Since I have a bit of a mismatch in my MIT products with my cables and ICs', I was hoping this
would be the confirmation I needed to get a pair of S1 IC or go with a complete set of CVT-1... I
think I need to get a pair of S1 IC to try out before I give up what I have. Overall, the CVT-1 are
right on par with what I have and I like them very much, but my personal taste favors the
Shotgun series more.
Thanks to MIT & Jesse for organizing this demo. At the end of the day, you cannot take
anyone's word for what works for you... you have to try it for yourself with your equipment in
your room and then you will have the answers. For me, I'm sticking with MIT!

